Abstract. The Abhyankar-Sathaye Problem asks whether any biregular embedding ϕ : C k → C n can be rectified, that is, whether there exists an automorphism α ∈ Aut C n such that α • ϕ is a linear embedding. Here we study this problem for the embeddings ϕ : y, z]. Under certain additional assumptions we show that, indeed, the polynomial p is a variable of the polynomial ring y, z, u] (i.e., a coordinate of a polynomial automorphism of C 4 ). This is an analog of a theorem due to Sathaye (1976) which concerns the case of embeddings C 2 → C 3 . Besides, we generalize a theorem of Miyanishi (1984) giving, for a polynomial p as above, a criterion for when X = p −1 (0) C 3 .
Introduction
Generalizing a theorem of A. Sathaye [34] it is proven in [19] that if a surface X = p −1 (0) ⊆ C 3 with p = f u + g ∈ C [3] and f, g ∈ C[x, y] is acyclic (that is, H * (X; Z) = 0), then p is a variable of the polynomial ring C [3] , i.e., a coordinate of an automorphism α ∈ Aut C 3 . Thus X can be rectified, and so is isomorphic to C 2 . This does not hold any more in C 4 (even with f ∈ C[x]). Indeed [15] the Russell cubic 3-fold
is an exotic C 3 , i.e., is diffeomorphic to R 6 and non-isomorphic to C 3 . In 2.28, 3.21 and 3.6 below we give a criterion for when a 3-fold X = p −1 (0) ⊂ C 4 with p = f (x, y)u + g(x, y, z) ∈ C [4] (f ∈ C [2] \{0}, g ∈ C [3] ) (1) is acyclic (resp., is isomorphic to C 3 , resp., is an exotic C 3 ). In particular, we show in 2.11 that if X is acyclic, then actually it is diffeomorphic to R 6 . If furthermore (3.21) X is isomorphic to C 3 , then any fiber X λ := p −1 (λ) (λ ∈ C) of the polynomial p is isomorphic to C 3 as well, and moreover (with an appropriate choice of coordinates (x, y)) all fibers of the morphism are reduced and isomorphic to C 2 . We do not know whether in that case a polynomial p in (1) must be a variable of the polynomial ring C [4] , and ρ must be a trivial family. However, in section 4 in many cases we provide affirmative answers to these questions and give simple concrete examples where the answers remain unknown. By virtue of the Quillen-Suslin Theorem and the Bass-Connell-Wright Theorem [2] (which implies that any C n -fiber bundle over an affine base is in fact a C n -vector bundle), the latter question would be answered in positive if the following conjecture [7, (3.8.5 )] (cf. [35, 20] ) were true for n = 2 = dim S: 
Then f is locally trivial in the Zariski topology (i.e., is a fiber bundle).
Whereas the former question (as whether p is a variable of the polynomial ring C 4 ) is a particular case (with n = 4 and k = 3) of the famous
Abhyankar-Sathaye Embedding Problem. Is it true that any biregular embedding C
k → C n is rectifiable, i.e., is equivalent to a linear one under the action of the group Aut C n on C n ?
Geometrically, the situation can be regarded as follows (cf. [19] ). x,y . This makes it possible to formulate the criteria mentioned above in terms of the natural projection π : C → Γ, (x, y, z) −→ (x, y), and enables us in concrete examples to verify these criteria.
Let us briefly describe the content of this paper whose summary appeared in ( [17] ). Section 1 contains preliminaries; it can be omitted at the first reading and consulted when necessary. However, some results obtained here (and used later on in the proofs) are of independent interest. For instance, this concerns 1.3 where we treat the question of when a birational extension of a UFD is again a UFD. Furthermore, generalizing an observation due to V. Shpilrain and J.-T. Yu [36, 37] we claim in 1.32-1.33 that for arbitrary polynomials p, q ∈ C[x 1 , . . . , x n ][y] the hypersurfaces in C n+1 given respectively by the equations y = q(p(y)) and y = p(q(y))
are isomorphic and moreover, 1-stably equivalent (see 4.23) . We also use the fact (see 1.12 ) that a one-point compactification of an acyclic smooth affine variety is a homology manifold which is a homology sphere and satisfies the Alexander duality.
In section 2 we study the topology of the 3-folds X as above. More generally, we work with a 3-fold X = {p = f u + g = 0} ⊂ Y × C, where f, g ∈ C[Y ] with Y being a smooth acyclic affine 3-fold and D := f −1 (0) ⊆ Y being a cylinder D = Γ×C over an affine curve Γ (whereas in subsection 2.3 Y itself is supposed to be a cylinder over an acyclic affine surface Z, i.e., Y = Z × C, with Γ ⊆ Z). The main results of section 2 (see 2.11, 2.27 and 2.28) provide a criterion for when such a 3-fold X is diffeomorphic to R 6 .
In subsection 3.1 we determine when X = p −1 (0) ⊆ C 4 with p = f u + g as in (1) is an exotic C 3 . The main tool used here is Derksen's version of the Makar-Limanov invariant [23, 5] described in subsection 1.3. Subsection 3.2 is devoted to a study of embeddings C 3 → C 4 given by an equation p = f u + g = 0 with f ∈ C [2] \C and g ∈ C [3] . In 3.21 we show that in appropriate new coordinates in the (x, y)-plane, the x-coordinate restricted to any fiber of p gives a C 2 -fibration. On the other hand, the restriction of p to any hyperplane x = const is a variable of the polynomial ring C[y, z, u] (in the latter case we say in brief that p is an x-residual variable).
A complete analog of Theorem 7.2 in [19] cited at the beginning holds if the polynomial p ∈ C [4] is linear with respect to two (and not just one) variables. Indeed (3.24) if the 3-fold X, p = a(x, y)u + b(x, y)v + c(x, y) = 0, in C 4 is smooth and acyclic, then p ∈ C [4] is a variable. We give a simple criterion (in terms of the coefficients a, b, c ∈ C[x, y]) for when this is the case.
In section 4 we concentrate on the Abhyankar-Sathaye Problem for our particular class of embeddings. The main results 4.2, 4.16 of subsection 4.1 provide sufficient conditions for when an x-residual variable p = f u + g ∈ C [4] as in (1) is indeed a variable. For instance (see 4.2, 4.3) this is the case if deg z g ≤ 1, or f is a power of an irreducible polynomial, or else f ∈ C[x] (the latter result strengthens those of M. Miyanishi [28, Thm. 2] , where it is supposed in addition that g ∈ C[y, z]). As another example, we show (see 4.17) are variables of C [4] . However, we do not know whether or not
is also (whereas p −1 2 (µ) C 3 ∀µ ∈ C and p 2 is an x-residual variable and a C(x)-variable; see 4.9 and 4.20) .
In subsection 4.18 (attributed to the second author) we generalize a theorem of D. Wright [41] which says that Sathaye's Theorem holds for the embeddings C 2 → C 3 given by an equation p = f u n + g = 0 with f, g ∈ C[x, y] and n ∈ N. Namely, 4.19 asserts that an x-residual variable of the form p = f u n + g ∈ C [4] , where f, g ∈ C[x, y, z] and n ≥ 2, actually is an x-variable.
In the last subsection 4.2 we establish (see 4.25) that every embedding
given by an equation p = f u + g = 0 as in (1) can be rectified in C 5 .
1. Preliminaries
Affine modifications of UFD's.
We start by recalling the notion of affine modification [19] ; at the same time, we introduce the notation that will be used throughout the paper.
· h with h(Q) = 0 , which gives the equality of 1-forms:
Assuming that Q ∈ reg E j (⇔ dh j (Q) = 0) and m ij = 1, from (3) we obtain
hence df i (P ) = 0 and dσ(T Q X) ⊆ T P D i . This yields the implication "=⇒". On the other hand, if P ∈ reg D i (⇔ df i (P ) = 0) and dσ(T Q X) ⊆ T P D i , then d(f •σ)(Q) = 0, and so by (3) m ij = 1, which gives "⇐=".
For an algebra B, denote by B * its group of invertible elements. Proof. Since the algebras A and A are UFD's, there exist irreducible elements
with m ji ∈ Z. On the other hand, for each i = 1, . . . , n there exists δ i ∈ A * = A * such that
Plugging successively (4) and (5) into one another and taking into account the assumption that the algebras A and A are UFD's and σ is a birational morphism, we obtain the equalities
that is, M σ · M σ = I n and M σ · M σ = I n , where I k denotes the identity matrix of order k. Hence n = n and 
Proof. Letting G = π 1 (Y \D), G = π 1 (X\E) and σ = σ| X\E , we have that σ * : G → G is an isomorphism which sends the subgroup
where for a hypersurface Z in a complex manifold X, α Z denotes a vanishing loop of Z in X \ Z, whereas for a group G and elements a 1 , . . . , a k ∈ G, a 1 , . . . , a k denotes the minimal normal subgroup of G generated by a 1 , . . . , a k . Moreover, 
Assume that this equality holds for i = k − 1 < n. As m kk = 1, by 1.2 we may conclude that for a general point Q ∈ E k , P := σ(Q) is a smooth point of D k , and σ sends biholomorphically a smooth analytic disc transversal to the divisor E k at Q onto a transversal disc to D k at P . As the matrix M σ is upper triangular, we obtain σ * ( 
1.6.
In section 3.2 we will apply the following corollary (see 1.7 below) of Miyanishi's characterization of C 3 [28, 29] . On the other hand, this corollary also follows from [35] and [20] , as stated in [20, Cor. Proof. We apply the Thom isomorphism [6, 7.15 ] to the pairs (X,Ê), resp., (Ŷ ,D) (notice that locally nearÊ, resp.,D, these are pairs of topological manifolds). As σ * (D) =Ê and (σ|Ê) * : H 0 (Ê)
, σ maps the irreducible components ofÊ into those ofD providing a one-to-one correspondence, and (as in 1.2) sends their transverse classes [6, Ch. VIII] to the corresponding transverse classes. By functoriality of the cap-product [6, VII.12.6] for every i ≥ 0 the following diagram is commutative:
(where t stands for the Thom isomorphism, and the homology groups in negative dimensions are zero). This allows us to replace the relative homology groups in the exact sequences of pairs as to obtain the following commutative diagram:
Proof. Notice first that X is diffeomorphic to the interior of a compact manifold, say, X R , with boundary ∂X R (indeed, one can take for X R the intersection of X with a ball of a large enough radius R in an affine space C N ⊇ X). Hencė X X R /∂X R X R ∪ ∂XR C(∂X R ) (with CY denoting the cone over Y ), and any triangulation of X R naturally extends to those ofẊ.
By the Poincaré-Lefschetz duality for a manifold with boundary [27, 5.4.13] ,
henceẊ is a homology 2n-sphere. Using the acyclicity of X R and of C(∂X R ) and applying the Mayer-Vietoris sequence to the decompositionẊ = X R ∪ ∂XR C(∂X R ), we see that
. Thus the smooth manifold ∂X R is a homology (2n − 1)-sphere. Clearly, H * (Ẋ,Ẋ\{x}) ∼ = H * (S 2n ) for any point x ∈ X =Ẋ\{∞}. For the vertex x = ∞ of the cone C(∂X R ) and for any i ∈ N, by excision and from the exact homology sequence of a pair we obtain
TherebyẊ is a homology manifold and is a homology 2n-sphere. For any point x ∈Ẋ, from the exact homology sequence of the pair (Ẋ,Ẋ\{x}) it follows thaṫ X\{x} is acyclic. Now the proof of the Alexander duality for the usual sphere [27, 5.3.19] [23, 15, 5] ) allow in certain cases to distinguish space-like affine varieties from the affine spaces. For this purpose, we use them in subsection 3.1 (to establish 3.6). Let us first recall the following notions and facts.
Locally nilpotent derivations.
Let A be an affine domain over C. A derivation ∂ ∈ Der A of A is called locally nilpotent (LND for short) if for each a ∈ A there exists n = n(a, ∂) ∈ N such that ∂ (n) (a) = 0; the set of all non-zero locally nilpotent derivations of the algebra A is denoted by LND(A). Given ∂ ∈ LND (A), the function deg ∂ (a) := min{n(a, ∂) − 1} is a degree function on A. The kernel A ∂ = ker ∂ of ∂ is a ∂-invariant subalgebra of A; its elements are called ∂-constants. For the proof of the following lemma see, e.g., [23, 24, 15, 5] , [43, §7] or [14, 5.1(6) ]. 1 We are grateful to L. Guillou for useful discussions on homology manifolds and references. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use SIMPLE BIRATIONAL EXTENSIONS OF C [3] 517 Lemma 1.14. The following statements hold:
(a) tr.deg [A :
with general fibers being irreducible and non-isomorphic to C.
1.15.
Invariants. The Makar-Limanov invariant of the algebra A is the subalgebra
whereas the Derksen invariant
is the subalgebra of A generated by the ∂-constants of all locally nilpotent derivations on A. If ML(A) = C (resp., Dk(A) = A), then we say that the corresponding invariant is trivial. This is, indeed, the case for a polynomial algebra
1.16.
Specializations. Let X be an affine variety, and set A = C[X]. To study the locally nilpotent derivations on A, it is possible to proceed by induction on the dimension of X. Namely, let ∂ ∈ LND (A), and let u ∈ ker ∂ be non-zero. As 1.17. C + -actions. Otherwise, the above specialization can be described via the natural correspondence between the locally nilpotent derivations of the algebra A and the regular actions of the additive group C + on the variety X = spec A (e.g., see [31, 43] ). Indeed, the subalgebra ker ∂ coincides with the algebra of invariants A ϕ of the associated C + -action ϕ = ϕ ∂ . If u is a ϕ-invariant, then clearly, the C + -action ϕ| Sc on a fiber S c = spec B c of u is associated with the above specialization ∂ c . Hence ∂ c ∈ LND (B c ) if and only if the C + -action ϕ| Sc is non-trivial. [15, 16] . For an n-tuple of polynomials p 1 , . . . , p n−1 , q ∈ C
Jacobian derivations
[n] , the Jacobian
(regarded as a function of q, whereas the polynomials p 1 , . . . , p n−1 are fixed) gives a derivation on the polynomial algebra C [n] . This derivation is non-zero provided that the polynomials p 1 , . . . , p n−1 are algebraically independent. For p := p 1 , the principal ideal (p) ⊆ C
[n] is invariant under ∂, hence ∂ descends to a derivation of the quotient algebra A : 
Here as usual
and we consider the associated graded algebrâ
(actually, the set of non-zero homogeneous components A t /A t of the algebraÂ is at most countable).
Associated homogeneous derivations. For a polynomial q ∈ C
[n] , we consider its d-principal part (in other words, the principal d-quasihomogeneous part)q := m∈M(q), d(m)=d(q) m. For an element a ∈ A, we letâ be its image in the graded algebraÂ (clearly,â ∈ A t /A t with t = d A (a)). Notice thatâ =q |X forX =p −1 (0) and a polynomial q ∈ C
[n] such that q | X = a and d(q) = d A (a); the latter equality holds if and only ifq|X = 0.
If ∂ ∈ Der (A) is a derivation, then the degree
is finite [16] . Lettinĝ
and extending∂ in a natural way to a homogeneous derivation of the graded algebrâ A, we obtain a correspondence Der(A) →Der gr (Â). It has the following properties. 
Graded invariants.
For a graded algebraÂ, we denote by Dk gr (Â) the following 'graded' version of the Derksen invariant:
The way we use the Derksen invariant (similar to that of [5, 15, 23, 43] ) in the next section is based on the next simple lemma. 
Proof. By 1.22 (a),(b) for every ∂ ∈ LND (A) and for every ∂-constant a ∈ A ∂ , we haveâ ∈ ker∂, where∂ ∈ LND gr (Â), henceâ ∈Â ≤0 . Therefore, d A (a) ≤ 0, i.e., a ∈ A 0 , as stated. 
) with x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ ker ∂ such that ∂p = 1 (i.e., p is a slice of ∂). Indeed, ∂p = 1 implies that X can be identified with the orbit space 17) , and so
. Notice that as C n X × C, the assumption X C n−1 above is superfluous provided that the Zariski Cancellation Conjecture holds.
For a polynomial
It is easily seen that any x-variable is an x-residual variable.
To detect variables in polynomial rings, the following results will be useful. The statement (a) below is due to P. Russell 
we let B f := B/(f ), and we denote by ρ :
Proof of (c). It suffices to prove (c) for f = x and then conclude by induction on the degree of
If φ denotes this isomorphism, then
By our assumption, p(0, y, z, 0) is a variable of C[y, z], and so
. 6 Hereafter by (f, g) we mean the ideal generated by f and g.
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Hence by the Abhyankar-Moh-Suzuki Theorem ( [1, 38] ) φ(u) is a variable in C [2] . Therefore we may assume that φ(u) = u, i.e., there is a [1] .
By the Abhyankar-Moh-Suzuki theorem as generalized by Russell and Sathaye [33,
, and denote byγ the compositionγ := γγ
Remark 1.30. We would like to use this opportunity to indicate a flaw in the proof of Theorem 7.2 in [19] (which generalizes the Sathaye theorem mentioned in the introduction). Namely, proving Proposition 7.1 in [19] and carrying induction by the multiplicity of a root x = 0 of the polynomial p, it was forgotten to extend it over all the roots. Instead, one can apply 1.29(a) (cf. also [39, Thm. 3.6] ) which fixes the flaw and simplifies the proof considerably.
, and then by the Abhyankar-Moh-Suzuki
The proof of (b) relies on (a) and on the fact that p(x, y, z, q(x)u) and p(x, y, z, q red (x)u) are simultaneously x-residual variables. 
Proof. It is not difficult to verify that the desired automorphism γ and its inverse γ −1 can be defined as follows:
Iterating γ yields an appropriate γ k as needed in (b).
Corollary 1.33. (a) For any pair p, q ∈ B[y] the homomorphism
is an isomorphism.
(b) In particular, for any a ∈ B and p ∈ B[y] the homomorphism
Proof. We just apply 1.32 and the obvious isomorphism
Simple modifications of acyclic 3-folds along cylindrical divisors
We focus below on a special case of affine modifications called simple birational extensions (see 2.1 below), applied to acyclic affine 3-folds. Our aim in this section is to give a criterion for as when the acyclicity is preserved under such a modification (cf. [19, Thm. 3.1] ). In the special case when the divisor of modification is a cylinder, we obtain in Theorem 2.11 below necessary conditions for preserving the acyclicity. In Theorem 2.27 (cf. also 2.28) we show that these conditions are also sufficient, provided that the given acyclic 3-fold is a cylinder as well. In the sequel A is UFD, and the above condition simply means that f, g ∈ A are coprime. More generally [19, Prop. 1.1], any affine modification can be obtained
2.2.
Observe that the variety X = spec A can be realized as the hypersurface in Y × C with the equation f u + g = 0 (where u is a coordinate in C), and the blowup morphism is just the first projection:
We have the following simple but useful lemma. Proof. The second assertion easily follows from the first one. To prove the first one, let F = 0 be the equation of the hypersurface
As X\E Y \D is smooth, we should only control the smoothness of X at the points of the exceptional divisor
At a point Q = (P, u) ∈ E, we have
if and only if dg = −udf is proportional to df . Now the assertion easily follows.
Preserving acyclicity: necessary conditions. In this subsection we adopt the following convention and notation. The terminology in the following definitions comes from the real picture corresponding to our situation.
2.6.
Notice that for each j = 1, . . . , n there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that π(C j ) ⊆ Γ i , and this index i = i(j) is unique unless π| Cj = const.
An irreducible component C j of the curve C is called vertical if π|C j = const (i.e. deg (π| Cj ) = 0) and non-vertical otherwise (thus the vertical components of C are disjoint and each of them is isomorphic to C). The uniqueness of the index i = i(j) for a non-vertical component C j and the unimodularity of M σ (see 1.5) imply that the j-th column of the matrix M σ is the i-th vector of the standard basis (ē 1 , . . .ē n ) in R n , and two different non-vertical components C j and C j of C project into two different irreducible components Γ i , resp., Γ i , of Γ. Hence up to reordering, we may assume that C 1 , . . . , C k are the non-vertical components of C and π( 
2.7.
The irreducible components Γ 1 , . . . , Γ k are also called non-vertical, resp., Γ k+1 , . . . , Γ n , are called vertical. Among the non-vertical components C i , resp., Γ i , we distinguish those with deg (π| Cj ) = 1 which we call horizontal and those with deg (π| Cj ) ≥ 2 which we call slanted. We reorder again to obtain that C 1 , . . . , C h , resp., Γ 1 , . . . , Γ h , are the horizontal components of C, resp., Γ, and C h+1 , . . . , C k , resp., Γ h+1 , . . . , Γ k , are the slanted ones. An irreducible component of C resp., Γ, which is not horizontal is referred to as a non-horizontal component; C horiz denotes the union of all horizontal components of C. In the same way we define
and similarly
An irreducible component is called isolated if it is a connected component.
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Let us give a typical example which illustrates our definitions.
Example 2.10. Let Y = C 3 with coordinates x, y, z, and set f = xy, g = y + xz. y, z) and E = {xy = y + xz = 0} ⊆ C 4 . Therefore, Γ = {xy = 0} ⊂ C 2 , Γ horiz = {y = 0} and Γ vert = {x = 0} whereas C = C vert ∪ C horiz with C horiz = {y = z = 0} and Γ vert = {x = y = 0}.
The main result of this subsection is the following theorem. Theorem 2.11. Let X and Y be smooth acyclic affine 3-folds satisfying the conditions (ii) and (iii) of 2.4. Then (in the notation of 2.6-2.9) the following hold:
, and every non-horizontal component of Γ is homeomorphic to the affine line C. In other words, The rest of this subsection is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.11. It is convenient to introduce the following terminology and notation.
n). (δ) Up to a further reordering, the multiplicity matrix has the following form:
M σ =       I h | 0 | B 0 −−− | −−− | −−− 0 | I k−h | 0 −−− | −−− | −−− 0 | 0 | I n−k       Consequently (by 1.5), σ * : π 1 (X) → π 1 (Y ) is
2.12.
Let F be a curve. We say that a point P ∈ F is multibranch (resp., unibranch) if it is a center of µ P = µ P (F ) > 1 (resp., µ P = 1) local analytic branches of F . We denote by F norm the normalization of F and by F its smooth complete model. The points of F \ F norm are called the punctures of F . A morphism of curves ρ : F → G can be lifted to the normalizations, resp., the completions; we denote the lift by 
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Γ ), i = 0, 1. Thus the analytic set S C contains the union S 
C , then over any local analytic branch B i of Γ at the point P := π(Q) there is at least one local analytic branch
2.17.
For a complex hermitian manifold M and a closed analytic subset T of M , by a link lk P (T ) of T at a point P ∈ T we mean the intersection T ∩ S ε of T with a small enough sphere S ε in M centered at P . We also call link the corresponding homology class [lk P (T )] ∈ H * (T \ {P }) = H * (T \ {P }; Z), and we still denote it simply by lk P (T ).
2.18.
We denote by H Γ , resp., H C , the subgroup of the group H 1 (Γ * ) = H 1 (Γ * ; Z), resp., H 1 (C * ), generated by the links 8 lk P (Γ), resp., lk Q (C), of the points P ∈ S Γ , resp.,
, where B 1 , . . . , B µ are the local branches of Γ at P and µ := µ P (Γ). Clearly, H Γ ⊆ G(Γ * ), resp., H C ⊆ G(C * ), and so we obtain (non-canonical) isomorphisms
resp.,
The next proposition is our main technical tool in the proof of Theorem 2.11. 
8 Here we are in the special case when M = X resp., Y and T = C resp. Γ.
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The proof is based on Lemmas 2.21 and 2.22 below. Let us introduce the following notation.
Denote
C ) (i = 0, 1), and
and
and so we have an isomorphism
Lemma 2.21. There are monomorphisms (14) such that π * ρ X = ρ Y σ * and
Proof. 
Proof of the claim. (a) By the isomorphism
it is enough to show the vanishing of one of these groups, say, of H 3 (X \ E). As before, letḞ denote the one-point compactification of a topological space F . As X is acyclic (hence by 1.12, the Alexander duality can be applied toẊ) and moreover E is closed in X, the Alexander duality gives an isomorphism
has the homotopy type of a pair of cell complexes, by [6, 4.4] we get
The Künneth formula for cohomology [26, (11. 2)] yields a monomorphism
with the cokernel
we have H = 0. The group H * (S 2 , {∞}) being torsion free, we also have coker µ = 0, and so H 2 (Ċ × S 2 ,Ċ ∨ S 2 ) = 0 as well. Thus in view of (15), H 3 (X \ E) = 0. This proves (a).
(b) By the Alexander duality we obtain
The topological spaceṠ E is homeomorphic to a bouquet of 4-spheres S 4 and 2-spheres S 2 . The 4-spheres are provided by the one-point compactification of the product S
(1)
) that the components of the curve C vert are disjoint and each one is isomorphic to C), whereas the 2-spheres S 2 are provided by the one-point compactification of the product S
This proves the claim.
In virtue of the above claim, ( * 1 ) (with i = 3) leads to the commutative diagram
Next we apply the Thom isomorphism [6, 7.15 ] to the pairs of manifolds (X * , E * ), resp., (Y * , D * ) (cf. the proof of 1.9). Indeed, the curve C * , resp., Γ * , being locally unibranch (hence homeomorphic to its normalization), E * = C * × C, resp., 
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By making use of ( * 3 ) together with the following commutative diagram (see 2.5):
we may replace in ( * 2 ) the group
where
The diagram ( * 5 ) yields the assertions of the lemma.
Proof. We start by constructing an appropriate free base of the Z-module H 3 (X * ) (resp., H 3 (Y * )). By the Alexander duality we have isomorphisms
E ) is a free Z-module, and so the universal coefficient formula provides yet another form of the Alexander duality: 
is a link of the curve C at the point Q ∈ C, and so (11) is, indeed, an isomorphism. Furthermore, as It follows that the decompositions (9) and (10) in 2.18 can be chosen in such a way that π * respects them. Then by (11) and (12) ,π * in (13) is also an isomorphism. The proof is completed.
2.23.
The proof of the next lemma is based on the following simple observation. Let G is a free abelian group of finite rank. For an element a ∈ G, the following conditions are equivalent:
(ii) given a free base a 1 , . . . , a n of a Z-module G, the coordinates in the pre- 
and For every m = 1, . . . , M (resp., l = 1, . . . , L) we pick an index j m ∈ J m (resp., i l ∈ I l \J) (notice that the index set I l \J of the punctures of F l is non-empty, as F l is assumed to be non-compact). Then we have
The elements [lk pi (B i )] ∈ G of the free base (16) 
In the proof of Theorem 2.11 below (based on 2.19 and 2.24) the role of F in 2.24 is played respectively by the curves Γ and C non−vert \C vert . As in the proof of 2.24, it will be important to bear in mind the freedom of choice when selecting the indices {i 1 , . . . , i L , j 1 , . . . , j M } as in (16) . From 2.24 we obtain such a corollary. C with µ Q (C) = 2. But in the latter 9 Here stands for the disjoint union.
, which again contradicts (17) . Therefore, there is only one local branch ofC over B, which yields (c).
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.11.
Proof of Theorem 2.11. It is convenient to proceed first with the proof of (β). From 2.25 we get Γ slant ∩ S Γ = ∅ = C slant ∩ S C (indeed, Γ * slant , resp., C * slant , cannot have punctures other than the places at infinity). Thus the slanted components C i and Γ i (h + 1 ≤ i ≤ k) of C, resp., Γ, are isolated and do not contain multibranch points. In particular, C i = C * i , resp., Γ i = Γ * i , and these curves are homeomorphic to their normalizations. Furthermore, the group G(C * i ) (resp.,
Hence by 2.19, (18) is an isomorphism, as well as
Since degπ|C i > 1, (19) shows that H 1 (C i ) = 0 = H 1 (Γ i ), i.e., bothC i andΓ i are rational curves. Therefore by (8) in 2.13,
is an isomorphism. By a theorem of Hurwitz (see, e.g., [22, I.2.1]), a morphism ρ : F → G of smooth irreducible affine curves is an isomorphism once the induced homomorphism ρ * :
C, and so the curves C i and Γ i are homeomorphic to C, which proves (β).
(α) By 2.15 π
To show that the latter inclusion is actually an equality, suppose on the contrary that for a point P ∈ Γ horiz \Γ vert , π −1 (P ) = ∅. Then all µ := µ P (Γ) branches A 1 , . . . , A µ ofC over the branches B 1 , . . . , B µ of Γ at P have centers at infinity. By 2.25(b) the curve Γ * has a puncture over P . Thus P ∈ S
Γ is a multibranch point of Γ horiz \Γ vert , and so the primitive classes (see 2.24) 
where Q j ∈C is the center of the branch A j . Constructing a free base (16) of the free Z-module G(C * )/H C , we may suppose that for any j = 1, . . . , µ, j ∈ {i 1 , . . . , i L } (and definitely, j ∈ {j 1 , . . . , j M } as Q j is a puncture at infinity of C). Thus the classes [lk Qj (A j )] (j = 1, . . . , µ) make a part of a free base (16) , and so cannot satisfy (20) , a contradiction.
Denote F := C horiz \C non−horiz = C horiz \C vert and G := Γ horiz \Γ non−horiz = Γ horiz \Γ vert . We have shown that the morphism π |F : F → G of degree 1 is bijective. It follows that it is an isomorphism. Indeed, as D g and D f meet transversally along F (see 2.5), the curve F is the zero divisor of the restriction g| G×Cz , which is a polynomial of degree one in z, say, az + b ∈ C[G] [z] . Note that a and b have no common zero on G (otherwise the zeros of g| G×C = az + b would contain a vertical component). As π| F is surjective, a is nowhere zero, hence z = −b/a ∈ C[G], and so π| F is an isomorphism. This proves (α).
(γ) The group G(Γ * )/H Γ =π * (G(C * )/H C ) being generated by the classes
where Q j runs over the set of punctures of the curve C * ), we have
It follows that on any vertical component of Γ there is only one puncture at infinity. Indeed, if there were a component Γ i of Γ vert with at least two punctures at infinity, say, P 1 and P 2 , then any free base as in (16) A similar argument shows that the curve Γ vert has no selfintersection. In particular, the components of Γ vert are disjoint, and for each i = k + 1, . . . , n, Γ i is homeomorphic to Γ norm i . Furthermore, by 2.19
hence the components of Γ vert are rational. Finally, Γ i (i = k + 1, . . . , n) is a rational curve with one place at infinity and without selfintersections, therefore is homeomorphic to C.
As for any
is simply connected, with the notation as in 2.6 we have that the restriction f h+1 | Di does not vanish, and so is constant: f h+1 | Di =: λ i ∈ C. Thus we obtain a decomposition as in (γ), which completes the proof of (γ).
(δ) As the matrix B in 2.6 is unimodular and by (γ) the vertical components are disjoint, arguing as in 2.6 we can easily see that the morphism π : C → Γ maps any component of C vert into a component of Γ vert , and maps different components of C vert into different components of Γ vert . Moreover, the columns of B are vectors of the standard basis in R n−k . Hence up to a reordering we may assume that B is the unit matrix. Since the slanted components Γ h+1 , . . . , Γ k are isolated, the last k − h lines of the matrix B are zero, which completes the proof of (δ). 10 Then the induced homomorphisms
are isomorphisms. Henceforth, the 3-fold X is acyclic; it is contractible if and only if Y is also.
Proof. The theorem immediately follows from 1.4, 1.10 and 2.32 below. Indeed, the assumption 2.11(δ) allows to apply 1.4 in order to get that σ * : π 1 (X) → π 1 (Y ) is an isomorphism. In turn, by 2.32 the assumptions of 1.10 are fulfilled, and so by 1.10, σ * : H * (X) → H * (Y ) is an isomorphism as well.
From 2.11 and 2.27 we obtain the following criterion for preserving the acyclicity.
Corollary 2.28. Let X and Y be smooth affine 3-folds satisfying conditions 2.4(ii) and 2.27(iii ). If Y is acyclic, resp., contractible, then X is so if and only if conditions 2.11(α)-(δ) are fulfilled.
Remark 2.29. Assuming in 2.27 that the conditions 2.11(α)-(δ) are fulfilled we require implicitly that the things are as in 2.6-2.8, without supposing acyclicity as in 2.4(i). In fact, 2.6-2.8 refer only to the fact that the multiplicity matrix M σ is unimodular, which is anyhow foreseen by 2.11(δ).
Actually the proofs of the lemmas below rely only on conditions (ii), (iii) and the following:
(iv) There is a regular function ϕ ∈ A = C[Y ] such that for every i = h+1, . . . , n the restriction ϕ| Di is constant, as well as the restriction of ϕ to any fiber of the morphism π : D → Γ, and for any point P ∈ S Γ \Γ vert , both
Under these assumptions σ * is an isomorphism in homology (even if we do not suppose as in 2.27 that Y is acyclic).
The next lemma shows that the conditions (ii) and (iii ) imply (iv). In the case where h = n (i.e., Γ non−horiz = ∅) the existence of a smooth, reduced curve Γ satisfying (a) easily follows by Bertini's Theorem.
Evidently, Φ = Γ × C is a smooth surface. Since σ| X\E : X\E → Y \D is an isomorphism, the surface Ψ := σ −1 (Φ) is smooth if it is smooth at the points
As Γ is smooth we can find local coordinates (x, y) on Z centered at P such that (locally) Γ = {x = 0}. Thus Q = (P, z 0 ) = (0, 0, z 0 ), R = (Q, u 0 ) = (0, 0, z 0 , u 0 ), and (locally) To show (c) we need the following claim.
Proof of the Claim. We will use the same local chart and the notation as above. 
as desired.
Notice that Φ ∩ D horiz = (Γ ∩ Γ horiz ) × C ⊆ Φ is a disjoint union of affine lines, whereas in virtue of 2.11(α), Φ ∩ C horiz is a finite set of points, one on each of those lines. Furthermore,
The proof of (c) is based on 1.9. In the notation as in 1.9 we letX := Ψ,Ŷ := Φ,Ê := Ψ ∩ E horiz andD := Φ ∩ D horiz . Then by (b) above,X,Ŷ ,Ê andD are smooth varieties, σ(Ê) ⊆D, σ(X\Ê) =Ŷ \D, and (by the above claim) σ * (D) = E, that is, the condition (i) of 1.9 is fulfilled. As σ|X \Ê :X\Ê →Ŷ \D is an isomorphism, taking into account the observations following the claim it is easily seen that 1.9(ii) holds as well. Thus by 1.9, σ * : H * (X) → H * (Ŷ ) is an isomorphism, which yields (c). Proof. By 2.11(γ), for every i = h + 1, . . . , n both curves C i and Γ i are homeomorphic to C, hence both surfaces E i = C i × C and D i Γ i × C are homeomorphic to C 2 . Therefore E non−horiz and D non−horiz are topological manifolds, and (σ| E non−horiz ) * : H * (E non−horiz ) → H * (D non−horiz ) is an isomorphism. As the surfaces Φ and Ψ are smooth we have that E and D are topological manifolds as well, and in view of 2.30(c), (σ| E ) * : H * (E ) → H * (D ) is an isomorphism.
As by our construction
have no multibranch points. Therefore they are topological manifolds, as well as the surfaces
By 2.11(α) the projection
is an isomorphism, hence σ| E \E : E \E → D \D is so as well. Now the conditions (i ) and (ii ) of 1.10 follow.
Simple affine modifications of C
The main result of this section is 3.6, which together with 2.28 provides a criterion for when a simple affine modification X ⊆ C 4 of Y = C 3 is isomorphic to C 3 .
3.1. Exotic simple modifications of C 3 . We keep the terminology and the notation of section 2, and we adopt the following Convention 3.1. Hereafter (i) Y = C 3 with the coordinates x, y, z, and (ii) X is a smooth affine 3-fold in C 4 diffeomorphic to R 6 , with equation of the form
where f ∈ C[x, y] \ C, g ∈ C[x, y, z] (thus by 2.28, the conditions 2.11(α)-(δ) hold).
Note that the blowup morphism
and with the morphism π : C → Γ as in 2.5 given by π : (x, y, z) −→ (x, y). Hence the assumptions (i)-(iii) of 2.4 are fulfilled.
3.3.
As in 2.8 we factorize f ∈ C[x, y] into irreducible factors: f = n i=1 f i ai , and we write g as a polynomial in z:
We let d i := deg (π| Ci ). Recall (2.6, 2.7) that an irreducible component C i (resp.,
i (0)) of the curve C (resp., Γ) is vertical (resp., horizontal, resp., slanted)
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, where b 1 | Γ horiz \Γ non−horiz has no zero.
3.5.
Recall [43] that an exotic C 3 is a smooth affine 3-fold diffeomorphic to R 6 but non-isomorphic to C 3 .
The principal result of this subsection is the following theorem. The proof is done in 3.9 and 3.15 below. For a converse result, see 3.21 in the next subsection.
Notice that 3.6 provides a regular way of constructing exotic C 3 's as hypersurfaces in C 4 . Let us give concrete examples.
Examples. For the Russell cubic 3-fold
the curve Γ = Γ slant = {x = 0} ⊂ C 2 is smooth and isomorphic to C, whereas C = C slant = {x = y 2 + z 3 = 0} ⊂ C 3 (the center of modification) is homeomorphic to C but singular. It is well known [23, 5, 43] that X represents an exotic algebraic structure on C 3 . By [15] the Koras-Russell cubic 3-fold
also is an exotic C 3 ; here both Γ = Γ slant = {x
Remark 3.8. Generalizing a theorem of Sathaye [34] , in [19, Thm. 7.2] it is proven that actually, every smooth acyclic surface in C 3 with equation p = f (x, y)u + g(x, y) = 0 (where f, g ∈ C [2] ) is isomorphic to C 2 and rectifiable. Examples 3.7 show that in general, this does not hold anymore in C 4 without the additional assumption of smoothness of C non−horiz and Γ non−horiz (cf. 3.6 above).
The proof of 3.6 starts with the following proposition (cf. 3.20 below). The proof is done in 3.10-3.14.
Proof. Letting q = 
for certain α ∈ Z ≥0 and β, β ∈ Q. But αe − j ∈ Q \ {0}, hence (25) leads to a contradiction.
Therefore, the irreducible polynomial q must coincide (up to a constant factor) either with z or with a polynomial
t).
The weights d x (resp., d y ) and d u being independent over Q, the same argument as above shows that at most one summand c i (x, y)u i may be different from zero. Thus once again, the irreducible polynomial q coincides (up to a constant factor) either with u or with a polynomial c 0 ∈ C[x, y]. In the latter case, being d-homogeneous the polynomial q must coincide (up to a constant factor) with one of the polynomials x, y, λx k + µy l (λ, µ ∈ C * ), as stated.
3.13.
Let an irreducible polynomial p ∈ C [4] be as in (24) . Set as before Lemma 3.14. In the notation as in 3.13 we have
Therefore (by 1.24) Dk (A ) ⊂ A 0 = A , so that A C [3] and X C 3 , which proves 3.9.
Proof. The Jacobian derivation
on the algebraÂ being homogeneous and locally nilpotent withÂ
, it is sufficient to show thatx,ŷ ∈ ker∂ for any∂ ∈ LND gr (Â ). Indeed, by 1.14 both C[x,ŷ] and ker∂ are algebraically closed subalgebras ofÂ of transcendence degree 2, thereby they coincide provided that C[x,ŷ] ⊂ ker∂.
The derivation∂ being homogeneous, the subalgebra ker∂ ⊂Â is generated by homogeneous elements (i.e., by the restrictions toX of d-homogeneous polynomials on C 4 ). Let a = q|X ∈ ker∂ (with a d-homogeneous q ∈ C [4] ) be non-constant. We may assume that deg z q < e (otherwise we replace the polynomial q by the rest of the Euclidean division of q by the z-monic d-
The kernelÂ∂ = ker∂ being factorially closed (see 1.14(c)), the irreducible factors of q restricted toX belong to this kernel as well. Therefore, ker∂ is generated by the traces of irreducible d-homogeneous polynomials q with deg z q < e. By 1.14(d) we havex,ŷ ∈ ker∂ provided that λx k + µŷ l ∈ ker∂ for some λ, µ ∈ C * . Due to 3.12 and to the above argument on algebraic closeness, ker∂ coincides with the subalgebra ofÂ generated by one of the following pairs:
Ifẑ ∈ ker∂, then by 1.14 and the equalitŷ
x,ŷ,û ∈ ker∂ also, hence∂ = 0, a contradiction. This eliminates the last three cases.
If ker∂ = C[x,û], 11 then (26) yields the equality lm deg∂ŷ = e deg∂ẑ . (27) On the other hand, as ker∂ = C[x,û], by 1.19∂ is equivalent to the Jacobian derivation∂
.
It is easily seen that∂
and so as deg ∂ = deg ∂1 (see 1.18) we get deg∂ŷ = (e − 1)deg∂ẑ + 1 .
From (27) and (28) we obtain
But this is impossible because l, e ≥ 2, m ≥ 1, and so (1− 1 lm )e ≥ 1. This completes the proof of the lemma, as well as those of 3.9.
Next we consider the remaining possibility in 3.6. 
11 The case where ker∂ = C[ŷ,û] can be eliminated by a similar argument.
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As the curve
y,z is homeomorphic to C and singular, by the Lin-Zaidenberg Theorem (after performing an appropriate automorphism of the plane C 2 y,z ) we may suppose that C h+1 is given by x = y k + z l = 0 with k, l ≥ 2 and (k, l) = 1. By 2.5 and condition 2.11(δ) the divisors
x,y,z and D red g meet transversally at general points of the curve C h+1 , hence g(0, y, z) = y k + z l (up to a constant factor which can be put equal to 1), i.e., g = y k + z l + xh 1 (x, y, z). Taking for h 0 (x, y, z) the polynomial obtained fromf as a result of the latter coordinate change, we obtain the desired presentation (29) with h 0 (0, y, z) =f (0, y) = 1.
3.17.
We consider the weight degree function d on the algebra A := C[X] with
As the d-principal partp = x m u+y k +z l of the polynomial p as in (29) is irreducible; by 1.22Â := C[X] is just the graded algebra associated with the filtration on A defined by the degree function d. Notice that inÂ the following relation holds:
With this notation we have the following lemma. Proof. We must show that ker∂ ⊂Â ≤0 whenever∂ ∈ LND gr (Â ). Assume that there exist∂ ∈ LND gr (Â ) andâ ∈ ker∂ such thatâ / ∈Â ≤0 . Furthermore, by 1.14(c) we may suppose that this elementâ is non-decomposable. We haveâ = q|X for some d-homogeneous polynomial q = i,j a ij x i u j ∈ C [4] (with a ij ∈ C[y, z]). Moreover, taking into account (30) we may suppose that i < m whenever j > 0.
Claim. In the above expression for q there is only one non-zero monomial.
Proof of the Claim. Indeed, if there were two of them, say, if a i1j1 = 0 and a i2j2 = 0, then we would have
Assuming that i 1 > i 2 , by (31) we get j 1 > j 2 , and vice versa. Thus j 1 > 0, and then by our assumption i 1 < m. Hence also i 1 − i 2 < m, which contradicts (31) . This proves the claim.
Since the elementâ = q(x,ŷ,ẑ,û) = a ij (ŷ,ẑ)x iûj is supposed to be nondecomposable and of positive d-degree, we haveâ =û ∈ ker∂. Thus∂ can be specified to a locally nilpotent derivation ∂ 1 of the algebra B = C[S], where 16 ). By 1.14(a), tr.deg (ker∂) = 2, hence there is a homogeneous∂-constantb such that the elementsâ =û,b ∈Â are algebraically independent. As above we obtain that eitherb = b(ŷ,ẑ) for some irreducible polynomial b ∈ C [2] \ C, orb =x. In the latter case by (30) we haveŷ k +ẑ l ∈ ker∂, and thus by 1.14(d) alsoŷ,ẑ ∈ ker∂. Therefore∂ = 0, which is impossible. Finally, we conclude that b(ŷ,ẑ) ∈ ker∂ for a certain polynomial b ∈ C [2] \ C, and so the restriction b| S is a ∂ 1 -constant. Now the proof can be completed by applying the next lemma (cf. [5, 20, 43] ). 
Proof. We define the weight degree functiond on the algebra B by lettinĝ
Actually x m +y k +z l is ad-homogeneous polynomial, B is a graded algebra, and we may consider the associated homogeneous derivation∂ 1 ∈ LND gr (B). Assuming that for a polynomial b ∈ C[y, z] \ C, b| S ∈ ker ∂ 1 we will get ad-homogeneous polynomialb 1 ∈ C[y, z]\C such thatb 1 | S ∈ ker∂ 1 as well. By 1.14(c) an irreduciblê d-homogeneous factor of the polynomialb 1 (this can be y, z or λy k + µz l , where λ, µ ∈ C * ) restricts to S as a∂ 1 -constant. If it were λy k + µz l then by 1.14(d) both y| S and z| S would be∂ 1 -constants, whence∂ 1 = 0, a contradiction.
Thus we may assume that, say, y| S ∈ ker∂ 1 . As (
, and (since m, l ≥ 2) again by 1.14(d) we obtain that x| S , z| S ∈ ker∂ 1 , which is impossible.
This completes the proof of 3.19, 3.18 and 3.15. 
in appropriately chosen new (x, y)-coordinates the following conditions (i)-(vi) are equivalent: Next we prove (iii)⇒(ii). We notice first of all that under the condition (iii), the hypersurface X is smooth and irreducible (indeed, for every λ ∈ C we have
Similarly, under condition (iv) every fiber X µ (µ ∈ C) is smooth and irreducible. Actually we establish (iii)⇒(i), which at the same time shows (iv)⇒(ii). Together with the implication (i)⇒(iv) (which we already know) these yield (iii)⇒(ii), as needed.
To prove the implication (iii)⇒(i), by 1.7 it is enough to show that a smooth, irreducible 3-fold X satisfying (iii) is acyclic. Let U = C\V be a Zariski open subset such that over U , the morphism x| X : X → C is a smooth fibration (with the fibers diffeomorphic to R 4 ). In the notation of 1.9 we letX = X, are isomorphisms, as well as
and the senior homology are trivial). Thus the conditions (i) and (ii) of 1.9 are fulfilled, and so by 1.9
is an isomorphism. Therefore, the 3-fold X =X is acyclic. This completes the proof. (i ) The 3-fold X is irreducible, smooth and acyclic.
Proof. The strategy of the proof is as follows. By 3.21 the conditions (ii ) and (iii ) are equivalent to each other and to the other conditions of 3.21. The equivalence (iii )⇐⇒(iv ) will be established later on in 4.2(b). By 2.11 we have (i )=⇒2.11(α)-(δ). We show below that (i ) also implies condition (ε) of 3.21(vi). By 3.21 this yields the implications (i )=⇒3.21(vi) ⇐⇒(ii )=⇒(i ), and so gives (i )⇐⇒(ii ). Finally we show (iii )⇐⇒(v ), which concludes the proof.
Interchanging (if necessary) the roles of u and v we may suppose in the sequel that a = 0.
(i )=⇒(ε). We observe (see 3. 3) that for p as in (32) , C slant = Γ slant = ∅, hence C non−horiz = C vert is smooth. It was shown in the proof of 3.10 that if Γ non−horiz is singular, then Γ non−horiz = Γ slant . Henceforth in our setting Γ non−horiz is also smooth, which shows (ε).
(iii )=⇒(v ). As X is irreducible we have gcd(c, d) = 1. Letting q := p − c we fix a point P = (x 0 , y 0 ) such that 4. Simple birational extensions of C [3] as variables in C [4] 4.1. Partial positive results. We recall the problem stated in the Introduction.
Problem. Is it true that if a hypersurface X ⊆ C 4 with equation of the form
p := f (x, y)u + g(x, y, z) = 0 (where f ∈ C [2] \{0} and g ∈ C [3] )
is isomorphic to C 3 , then necessarily p ∈ Var C C [4] and moreover, p ∈ Var B B [3] (that is, p is an x-variable) provided in addition that f non−horiz ∈ B := C[x]?
The principal results of this subsection can be summarized as follows. In 4.6-4.8 below we analyze the situation with the only assumption that p = f u + g is an x-residual variable. First in 4.6 we include the case where f = 0, then in 4.7 we deal with the special case where f ∈ C[x]\{0}, whereas the general case is treated in 4.8. Letting h := γ(x) ∈ C [2] , by our assumption we obtain
Hence by the Abhyankar-Moh-Suzuki Theorem, up to an automorphism of C[x, y] we may suppose that h = x, i.e., The proof is done in 4.11 below. is an x-residual variable, then it is a C(x)-variable of C(x) [3] .
Proof. As a C[x]-variable is also a C(x)-variable, by 4.6 and 4.7 we may suppose that f / ∈ C[x], and so 4.8 applies. Let p be presented as in (34) . Asf The proof of 4.8 relies on the following lemma (cf. [34, 19, 39] ). Proof. (a) The statement is evidently true if f = const. Suppose that f / ∈ C. By our assumption C [3] /(p) ∼ = C [2] . If y 1 ∈ C is such that f (y 1 ) = 1, then we have 
